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 Interactive War: History Makes Ancient Battles New Using ITV
   DISH  viewers watching  History ’s “Battles BC” on Mon (2/9) at 9pm can receive additional information about  Han-

nibal  of Carthage and the on-camera military historians. They also can play games synchronized with the show’s 

action, officials from History and interactive TV fi rm  Ensequence  say. The fi rst bit of the 24/7 application went live 

this week and lets 13mln+ DISH subs see a “This Day in History” feature (update 4 times/day) and take a daily 

history quiz. They can also access History’s TV schedule and instantly record a History show that airs hours later. 

“You don’t have to go through your DVR menu,” says  Mark Garner , History’s svp, affiliate distribution and business 

development. As Battles BC premieres Mon night, the sponsored lower third of the screen will invite viewers to see 

making-of info, photos or take a quiz synced to whatever part of the linear show is playing, says Ensequence pres/

COO  Peter Low . Viewers can click on the advertisers’ content, which will relate to Battle BC’s subject matter, Garner 

said. He declined to name the advertisers. With some 50 previous ITV projects under its belt over the last 3 years, 

Ensequence has found that 20% of users passed activate the interactive trigger and stay interactive for 15 minutes, 

Low said. Garner said advertisers will get aggregate data about the Battles BC deployment, noting that History is 

compiling data from a pilot interactive deployment with  Charter  last year ( Cfax ,  12/16 ). History and Ensequence will 

demo the ITV deployment during the Cable Show next month in DC.
 

  Give And Take:   Leichtman Research ’s latest data reiterates the slowing growth of broadband penetration, as the 

top cable ops added 3.2mln broadband subs in ’08, or 77% of the corresponding ’07 total, while the top telcos added 

2.2mln last year, a 50% YOY dip. Worse, the 2 camps collectively added more than 5.4mln in ’08, the fewest since 

Leichtman began tracking the broadband industry 7 years ago. But the data also shows that the telcos changed the 

competitive tide in 4Q. After cable ops earned 67% of overall broadband adds in 3Q—and 70% during 2Q and 3Q 

combined—telcos came back and notched 55% of the overall adds last Q. The top 5 providers in net ’08 broadband 

adds:  Comcast  (1.34mln),  AT&T  (921K),  Time Warner Cable  (847K),  Verizon  (660K) and  Cox  (275K, estimated). 
 

  4As Notebook:  A top TV producer on Thurs told attendees at the  AAAA  conference in New Orleans that adding an en-

vironmental spin to shows doesn’t necessarily excite viewers despite their apparent focus on green living. “Right now, we 

will not waste our time developing green shows,” said  Dan Cutforth , co-founder of production co  Magical Elves  (“Project 

Runway,” “Top Chef”). “Everyone cares about the environment, but not everybody fi nds that entertaining. We fi nd that 

unfortunate. Right now, Americans embrace the idea of being good to the environment, but they don’t want it to interfere 

with their entertainment. It’s tough selling it to the networks because they don’t believe people will watch it.” Also discussed 

was the hot topic of brand integration, which Cutforth said must be done tastefully. “When  Tim Gunn  says we’re going to 

go to the TREsamme hair salon, you recognize the integration but it doesn’t bother you as much,” he said. “ What we have 
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How Cable Can Monetize Web Video,  
Social Networking & Other Online Activities

With the economic challenges facing the cable industry, the pressure 
on online activities to produce meaningful revenue has never been 
more challenging. 

At this 90-minute information-packed workshop, you’ll hear practical 
ideas and tactics for making your Web presence return more revenue. 
Our speakers will cover how the Web can improve customer service and 
your revenue picture; best practices for turning online community into a 
revenue-positive activity; and how the demand for Web video has become 
a revenue-producing business.

We’ll walk you through the tools and strategies you need to know to boost 
your brand and your bottom line with:

Our Webinar speakers know what’s working and what’s not and will share 
case studies with you and arm you with the tools you need to:

 
make it pay 

subscribers and your bottom line 

social media eco-system 

partnership opportunities 

Featured Speakers:

 

For more information, visit www.cablefax.com/webinars  
or contact Patrick Benko at: pbenko@accessintel.com.
How to Register:

About our Webinars: 
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20th Anniversary of CableFAX Daily
Think CableFAX in 2009!
Deliver your message with impact and own the page. 

Now Accepting strip, SuperSize, FP four-color units for 2009. 

New Section on Tuesdays: “Eye on Advertising” and “Eye on Digital.”

Contact us today to Connect 
with clients and kick off the 
New Year with us. 
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found is that when brands have trusted us to know our audience—and we know what works creatively with the show—

those have been the most successful [examples of] integration for us.”
 

  Advertising:  We don’t often mention new ad campaigns from multichannel ops, much less tout them. But  Com-

cast ’s latest, which we fi rst witnessed in the D.C. market Thurs night, deserves notice because of its artistry, inven-

tiveness and entertainment value. Check out the spots and related interactive features at  ComcastTown.com .          
 

  Online:   MTV  and  AT&T  partnered on  ATTVault.MTVmusic.com , which lets music fans access MTVN music video con-

tent never before released on the Web. Each day the site will bow 15 pieces of content from MTV,  VH1  and  CMT . 
 

  Ratings:  The Mon premiere of  Golf Channel ’s “The Haney Project,” featuring  Charles Barkley , garnered a .40 HH rating to 

become the most-watched original premiere ep in net history. More than 800K unique viewers watched Mon’s airing. --  TV 

Land ’s “High School Reunion” averaged nearly 1mln total viewers Wed night, making it the season’s most-watched ep.  
  

  Programming:  Under the ownership of  Liberty Sports Group ,  FSN NW ,  FSN Pittsburgh  and  FSN Rocky Mountain 

 launched 24/7 HD feeds. --  Animal Planet  doc “Yellowstone: Battle for Life” (Mar 22) explores everyday struggles of the 

park’s fauna. --  A&E  greenlit “Tattoo Highway” (spring), featuring tattoo artist  Thomas Pendelton ’s cross-country travels with 

a mobile tattoo parlor. Pendelton formerly starred in the net’s “Inked.” --  Bravo  greenlit a 3rd season of “Shear Genius.” 
 

  On the Circuit:  New sessions added to the  ’09 WICT Leadership Conference  (Apr 1-2 in D.C.) agenda include 

advisement on how to transform challenges into opportunities and improve value to an org. 
 

  Battle of the Bands:  Yes, the TV Rejects will get another chance at the title when  NCTA  hosts its “Battle of the Bands” 

competition on Apr 3 to raise funds for City Year and Washington DC schools. Other than our own Rejects ( CableFAX , 

 C-SPAN ,  Retirement Living TV  and  Broadband Gear Report ), other participants include Captain Delicious ( Scripps 

Networks / TV Guide / VH1 / The Weather Channel ), Full Mesh ( Juniper Networks ), Ralphie & The Streamers ( Cisco ), 

The Solutions ( ARRIS ) and, of course, reigning champion Xpanded Bandwidth ( Cox ), which mopped the fl oor with the 

rest of us last year. Emceeing this year’s competition will be award-winning actress, singer and host of “TV One Access,” 

 Tatyana Ali . The judges from last year will return:  Jeff “Skunk” Baxter  (big shot Grammy winning guitarist dude),  Jordan 

Berliant  (big shot manager guy) and  Hugh Surratt  (big shot record label man). And this year, Skunk will take the stage after 

the Battle to head a jam session with some heavy-hitting artists including  CJ Vanston  and  Teddy “Zig Zag” Andreadis . Stick 

around. It’ll be fun. And it’s for a great cause! Sponsors include Cisco,  Motorola ,  Turner ,  ADB  and the  Walter Kaitz Foun-

dation  (more sponsors welcome). Info at www.thecableshow.com/band or call NCTA Industry Affairs at 202/222-2430. 
 

  Obit:  Former  Charter Central Div  pres  Mary White  passed away Fri morning at her home in Madison, WI, succumbing 

to a battle with breast cancer. A  Betsy Magness Fellow , White had worked in the cable industry since her college days. 
 

  Business/Finance:  It was  Comcast ’s turn Fri to get its  Wall St  lashes, as the MSO’s shares slid 3.1% to close at $11.63, 

their lowest level since Apr ’98. --  Mediacom  said it got a letter from  NASDAQ  noting that it doesn’t have, per market rules, 

at least 3 independent audit cmte members following the Feb 13 resignation of  Craig Mitchell . The MSO has until Aug 12 

to appoint a new dir. --  Liberty Media  closed on its investment in  Sirius XM , a $150mln loan to Sirius subsidiary  XM Sat-

ellite Radio  with a Liberty purchase from lenders of $100mln of loans outstanding under XM ’s existing credit facilities. 
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From The CableFAX 100: Greatest Hits of 2008
the best business advice Matt Blank has received...

“Every dog has his day.”

Matt Blank

Chairman/CEO

Showtime Networks

To order your copy of the December 2008 issue of 

CableFAX: The Magazine — Top 100 issue, please contact 

clientservices@accessintel.com or 800-777-5006.

www.cablefax.com
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Best Advice Series

BROADCOM: ...................BRCM ................ 16.97 ...........3.20% ....................
CISCO: ............................CSCO ................ 14.18 .......... (2.7%) ...........(13%)
CLEARWIRE: ..................CLWR .................. 2.82 ........ (12.4%) ...........(29%)
COMMSCOPE: ................CTV ..................... 7.23 ........... (19%) ........(53.5%)
CONCURRENT: ..............CCUR .................. 2.82 .......... (3.4%) ........(17.6%)
CONVERGYS: .................CVG ..................... 5.70 ........ (11.6%) ........(11.1%)
CSG SYSTEMS: ..............CSGS ................ 13.32 .......... (1.5%) ........(23.8%)
ECHOSTAR: ....................SATS .................. 14.69 ........ (10.3%) ..........(1.2%)
GOOGLE: ........................GOOG ............. 308.57 .......... (8.7%) .......... 0.30%
HARMONIC: ....................HLIT ..................... 4.59 ........ (15.6%) ........(18.2%)
INTEL:..............................INTC .................. 12.41 .......... (2.6%) ..........(7.5%)
JDSU: ..............................JDSU ................... 2.28 ........ (17.1%) ...........(37%)
LEVEL 3:..........................LVLT ..................... 0.73 .......... (8.8%) .......... 4.30%
MICROSOFT: ..................MSFT ................. 15.28 .......... (5.4%) ........(21.4%)
MOTOROLA:....................MOT ..................... 3.10 ........ (11.9%) ........(28.9%)
OPENTV: .........................OPTV ................... 1.26 ...........6.80% .......... 2.40%
PHILIPS: ..........................PHG ................... 14.53 .......... (9.1%) ........(26.9%)
RENTRAK:.......................RENT ................... 9.49 ............. (8%) ........(19.5%)
SEACHANGE: .................SEAC ................... 4.32 ........ (11.3%) ........(40.1%)
SONY: ..............................SNE ................... 17.25 ...........4.20% ........(21.1%)
SPRINT NEXTEL:............S .......................... 3.04 .......... (7.6%) ........ 66.10%
THOMAS & BETTS: ........TNB ................... 20.34 ........ (11.2%) ........(15.3%)
TIVO: ...............................TIVO .................... 6.50 .......... (8.3%) ..........(9.2%)
TOLLGRADE: ..................TLGD ................... 5.60 .............................. 17.20%
UNIVERSAL ELEC: .........UEIC .................. 15.75 ...........1.20% ..........(2.9%)
VONAGE: .........................VG ....................... 0.38 ...........8.60% ........(42.4%)
YAHOO: ...........................YHOO ................ 13.05 .......... (1.4%) .......... 7.00%

TELCOS
AT&T: ...............................T ........................ 22.58 ............. (5%) ........(19.3%)
QWEST: ...........................Q .......................... 3.19 .......... (1.2%) .............(8%)
VERIZON: ........................VZ ...................... 27.28 .......... (4.4%) ........(18.2%)

MARKET INDICES
DOW: ...............................INDU .............. 6626.94 .......... (6.2%) ........(24.5%)
NASDAQ: .........................COMPX ......... 1293.85 .......... (6.1%) ...........(18%)

1. OUTDOOR: .....................................................................5.50 ........ 35.50%
2. VALUEVISION: ...............................................................0.35 ........ 34.60%
3. VONAGE: ........................................................................0.38 .......... 8.60%
4. BLNDER TONGUE: ........................................................1.05 .......... 7.10%
5. OPENTV: ........................................................................1.26 .......... 6.80%

1. EW SCRIPPS: ................................................................0.79 ........(30.3%)
2. GCI:.................................................................................4.11 ........(23.7%)
3. LIBERTY INT: .................................................................2.50 ........(22.8%)
4. CBS: ................................................................................3.36 ........(21.3%)
5. CABLEVISION: .............................................................10.35 ........(20.3%)

 THIS WEEK’S STOCK PRICE WINNERS
 COMPANY CLOSE 1-WK CH

WINNERS & LOSERS

BROADCASTERS/DBS/MMDS
BRITISH SKY: ..................BSY ................... 24.93 .......... (6.4%) ........(12.2%)
DIRECTV: ........................DTV ................... 19.68 .......... (1.3%) ........(14.1%)
DISH: ...............................DISH .................... 9.27 ........ (17.6%) ........(16.4%)
DISNEY: ...........................DIS..................... 15.83 .......... (5.6%) ........(28.7%)
GE:...................................GE ....................... 7.06 ........... (17%) ........(54.5%)
HEARST-ARGYLE: ..........HTV ..................... 1.74 ...........1.80% ........(70.1%)
NEWS CORP:..................NWS .................... 6.00 .......... (4.2%) ........(37.3%)

MSOS
CABLEVISION: ................CVC ................... 10.35 ........ (20.3%) ........(38.5%)
CHARTER: ......................CHTR ................... 0.02 .................................(75%)
COMCAST: ......................CMCSA .............. 11.63 ........ (10.9%) ........(30.7%)
COMCAST SPCL: ...........CMCSK .............. 10.89 ........ (10.4%) ........(32.2%)
GCI: .................................GNCMA ............... 4.11 ........ (23.7%) ........(49.2%)
KNOLOGY: ......................KNOL ................... 3.93 .......... (1.3%) ........(23.8%)
LIBERTY CAPITAL: .........LCAPA ................. 4.79 .......... (6.8%) .......... 1.70%
LIBERTY ENT: .................LMDIA................ 17.05 .......... (1.6%) ..........(2.5%)
LIBERTY GLOBAL: .........LBTYA................ 10.39 ........ (15.3%) ........(34.7%)
LIBERTY INT: ..................LINTA ................... 2.50 ........ (22.8%) ........(19.9%)
MEDIACOM: ....................MCCC .................. 3.48 ........ (10.8%) ........(19.1%)
SHAW COMM: .................SJR .................... 14.05 .......... (4.1%) ........(19.4%)
TIME WARNER CABLE: ..TWC .................. 18.06 .......... (0.9%) ........(15.8%)
VIRGIN MEDIA: ...............VMED .................. 4.11 ........... (14%) ........(16.8%)
WASH POST: ..................WPO ................ 322.50 ........ (10.5%) ........(16.3%)

PROGRAMMING
CBS: ................................CBS ..................... 3.36 ........ (21.3%) ...........(59%)
CROWN: ..........................CRWN ................. 1.62 .......... (1.2%) ........(43.2%)
DISCOVERY: ...................DISCA................ 15.12 .......... (2.5%) .......... 6.70%
EW SCRIPPS: .................SSP ..................... 0.79 ........ (30.3%) ........(63.9%)
GRUPO TELEVISA: .........TV ...................... 11.22 .......... (7.8%) ........(24.9%)
HSN: ................................HSNI .................... 4.29 ...........0.50% ...........(41%)
INTERACTIVE CORP: .....IACI .................... 14.11 .......... (5.5%) ........(10.4%)
LIBERTY: .........................L......................... 18.13 .......... (8.7%) ........(35.8%)
LODGENET: ....................LNET ................... 0.61 .......... (6.2%) ........(12.9%)
NEW FRONTIER: ............NOOF .................. 1.32 .......... (7.7%) ........(22.4%)
OUTDOOR: .....................OUTD .................. 5.50 .........35.50% ........(26.6%)
PLAYBOY: ........................PLA ...................... 1.19 ........ (15.6%) ........(44.9%)
RHI:..................................RHIE .................... 2.26 ........ (16.9%) ........(72.2%)
SCRIPPS INT: .................SNI..................... 19.01 .......... (4.5%) ........(13.2%)
TIME WARNER: ..............TWX..................... 7.47 .......... (2.1%) ........(25.7%)
VALUEVISION: ................VVTV ................... 0.35 .........34.60% .......... 6.10%
VIACOM: ..........................VIA ..................... 15.21 .......... (9.6%) ........(24.4%)
WWE:...............................WWE ................... 9.53 .......... (1.8%) ........(10.7%)

TECHNOLOGY
3COM: .............................COMS .................. 2.15 .......... (3.2%) ..........(5.7%)
ADC: ................................ADCT ................... 2.64 .......... (7.4%) ........(51.9%)
ADDVANTAGE: ................AEY ..................... 1.30 ........ (16.1%) ...........(27%)
ALCATEL LUCENT: .........ALU...................... 1.16 ........ (11.5%) ...........(46%)
AMDOCS: ........................DOX ................... 16.20 .......... (3.3%) ........(11.4%)
AMPHENOL:....................APH ................... 23.71 .......... (6.7%) ..........(1.1%)
APPLE: ............................AAPL ................. 85.30 .......... (4.5%) ..........(0.1%)
ARRIS GROUP: ...............ARRS................... 6.37 ...........4.10% ........(19.9%)
AVID TECH: .....................AVID .................... 8.67 ........... (13%) ........(20.5%)
BIGBAND:........................BBND................... 4.79 ........ (11.9%) ........(13.2%)
BLNDER TONGUE: .........BDR ..................... 1.05 ...........7.10% .......... 4.00%

CableFAX Week in Review

Company Ticker 3/06 1-Week YTD

   Close % Chg %Chg
Company Ticker 3/06 1-Week YTD

   Close % Chg %Chg

 THIS WEEK’S STOCK PRICE LOSERS
 COMPANY CLOSE 1-WK CH
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MaxFAX...

 Paul Maxwell

T: 303/271-9960   

F: 303/271-9965   
maxfax@mediabiz.com

all of those  Blockbuster  standalone 

stores… same thing happened to all 

of those one-time “service” stations 

on almost every suburban corner.
 

 •  Ah, the Federal Confusion Com-

mission:   Mark Fowler , who led the 

agency under  President Reagan , 

discussing the appointment of  Julius 

Genachowski , on Mar 4 told  NPR  

that “change can’t come quickly 

enough. This past  FCC , I have 

to say, has been a disaster... It is 

almost semi-corrupt, and I think the 

new chairman needs to come in with 

a broom and take out some of these 

people who have played favorites 

and given favors to favorite lobbyists 

and get this business of the FCC 

back to what’s best for the people.” 

Hey, without an alien Martian run-

ning it, maybe that can happen!
 

 •  Column Preview:  On Mar 30 at the 

National Press Club at lunchtime,  Ca-

bleFAX  turns 20… so, of course, that 

week’s column will start with: “It was 

20 years ago today” I got to teach 

the industry how to play… every day! 

Who needs Sgt Pepper? Although, it 

is true that  Ringo Starr  is a much bet-

ter singer. Come join us to celebrate 

that and the always fun  Faxies ! 

 TV Everywhere!
 

 Well, in Milwaukee anyway …
 

 Sort of.
 

  Time Warner Cable  and  HBO  are 

experimenting with HBO subs on 

TWC getting HBO programs on 

other than cable-connected TVs over 

RoadRunner to 

PCs, Macs, 

  iPhones and 

more… That is, 

HBO programs to 

HBO subscribers 

over two parts of 

the same pipe.
 

 With more pipes 

and kinds of pipes, 

presumably, to come. Like Wi-Fi or Wi-

MAX or even DSL or… well, probably 

not the DVDs from  Netfl ix , though.
 

 Networks and operators (both on 

the ground and in the sky) are doing 

more than just talking about this. I 

watched a downloaded—via  Com-

cast  internet—“cable” network pro-

gram via my  DirecTV  box last night. 

Not bad… and it was a preview—

running online before the regular 

linear feed. I am, of course, a sub-

scriber to both. The DirecTV VOD 

via Comcast works pretty good… 

up at my mountain home, Comcast 

doesn’t have VOD (there’s a button 

on the remote… true, but no VOD!).
 

 This is all in an attempt to prevent 

the erosion of the long-standing 

subscriber fee/advertising business 

model that linear “cable” networks 

have long enjoyed… and that local 

broadcasters are joining. (Pity the 

poor broadcast networks!)
 

 And it might work.
 

 The pressures on bandwidth not-

withstanding, it seems to me that 

platforms will be looking hard at 

which networks will make it thru to 

2050 as the business model experi-

ments accelerate.
 

 Not every network currently on the 

most robust cable system, DirecTV 

or a telco video provider will make it 

to then. Some of the “sons of re-

transmission” won’t survive.
 

 Which ones won’t?
 

 Maybe time to start a network death 

watch?
 

 More meaningful than doing that for 

programs.
 

 Random Notes:
 

 •  “Argo-ing” in Atlanta:  Missing the 

Wonder Women lunch in New York is 

a bummer, but getting up to speed on 

real companies doing real-world things 

in a surreal world at the annual Argo X-

Change Conference is more ground-

ing. Good panels this year with  Collins 

Stewart ’s  Tom Eagan ,  Comcast Me-

dia Center ’s  James Capps , consultant 

 Shellie Rosser ,  Avail ’s  Tracy Anderson  

and the regular updates and steps 

forward from the Argo guys.
 

 •  Sub- and Urban Detritus:  Just 

wondering… what might happen to 

Choose the Cable360.net job board today!

Employers save 15% on your next job posting or package — Enter JOBS09.

We’ve got the next cable job — or the candidate — for you!
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Paul S. Maxwell



 WEST COAST CREATIVE SUMMIT
 Rich educational agenda: opening general 
session, panel discussions and networking 
opportunities

 Opportunity for attendees to hone their craft, 
learn insider tips about the business and 
meet industry colleagues and peers

 Attended by professionals of all levels, as well 
as those aspiring to enter the business

 Direct access to top executives within the 
entertainment arena

 VISION AWARDS LUNCHEON CEREMONY
 Hosted by Access 
Hollywood’s Emmy award-
winning journalist and 
author, Shaun Robinson

 15th annual presentation  
of the only competition 
recognizing outstanding 
achievements in original,  
multi-ethnic programming

 NAMIC WRITERS’ WORKSHOP
 A 2-day workshop focused on writing 
for multiple platforms: digital, screen 
and television

 NAMIC 2009 MEDIA PARTNERS:
“The breakout sessions were 
robust and relevant. I would 

encourage any savvy professional 
to add this to their list of  

must-attend events in 2009!”

“With today’s economic 
downturn, the NAMIC Creative 

Summit is a place that will  
still generate ideas and unique 

opportunities and  
entertainment professionals  

SHOULD NOT MISS IT.”

“I was able to meet  
power players that I would not 

usually access from other 
networks and organizations.”

N A T I O N A L  A S S O C I A T I O N  F O R  M U L T I - E T H N I C I T Y  I N  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
NAMIC’s mission is to educate, advocate and empower for multi-ethnic diversity in the communications industry.

 PRESENTING SPONSOR:

FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 2009
THE BEVERLY HILTON HOTEL, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

REGISTER ONLINE 
AT:

www.namic.com

 A day-long educational forum focused on creating, 
delivering and marketing content across multiple 
platforms for the multi-ethnic consumer

 Get the inside track on careers 
on the content development 
side of the business

 Target audience: current and aspiring 
professionals in the broadcast, cable, 
digital, entertainment and film industries

 Visit www.namic.com for updates

 Interested in sponsorship opportunities?

CONTACT Danny McGlone at 212-594-5985 
or danny.mcglone@namic.com

 Have questions about registration or  
interested in purchasing a table or tickets to 
the Vision Awards Luncheon?

CONTACT Sandra Girado at 212-594-5985 
or sandra.girado@namic.com

I M P O R T A N T  I N F O R M A T I O N

Shaun Robinson


